
SwingW.com - Simple Swingweight System XL

The Simple Swingweight System XL uses old fashioned swingweight math and a
modern digital scale to measure the torque applied to a golf club at a known pivot point
to determine the club’s swingweight.  We’ve taken extreme care to design and
manufacture a fixture, which when used properly, will give the same results as any
“conventional” swingweight scale at a fraction of the cost.

1. To reduce potential shipping damage, the Shaft and Butt supports are shipped unassembled. Use the 3
screws provided to attach the shaft and butt support assemblies as shown below. DO NOT OVER
TIGHTEN THE SCREWS.

2. Clamp or screw the fixture to a rigid horizontal surface. The fixture MUST be secured to get accurate
readings and prevent the club from tipping over.

3. Set a quality digital gram scale under the adjustable foot. Use the adjustable foot and built in bubble level
to “rough” level the arm. POOR QUALITY SCALES WILL GIVE POOR RESULTS.

4. Tare the scale to “ZERO” grams with the fixture resting on the center of the scale (without a club). DO
NOT OMIT THIS STEP.

5. Set the club in the fixture. The grip end of the club is supported by the butt end fixture as shown below.
Make sure the end of the grip is tight against the vertical surface of the butt end support. If you are
measuring a club without a grip installed, refer to the instructions later in this document.

6. The entire club weight must be in the fixture. You may need to let the face of the club overhang the edge
of the horizontal surface.



7. Check the fixture for level one last time and adjust if needed. Read the grams on the scale.

8. Use the chart below to equate the measured grams to a swingweight reading. For example, 605 grams is
equal to “D0” swingweight. If your gram reading falls in between readings on this chart, use the
swingweight which is closest to your reading. Every 5 grams is equal to 1 swingweight.

Measuring prior to grip installation

To set the fixture to “gripless” measurements, rotate the Butt end fixture by hand 180 degrees to
accommodate a club shaft without a grip installed. The Butt end adapter “clicks” into either position
every 180 degrees. See the illustration below.

1. Follow all of the previous instructions and place the “dry fit” club in the fixture.

2. Set the  grip on top of  the fixture to simulate the installed weight as shown below. Use the chart as
shown above to estimate the final assembled club swingweight.

3. Once assembled, double check the final club swingweight following the instructions above.

For comments or questions:

Email: mike@swingw.com


